Job details
Date posted
29 Apr 2021

Lighting Supervisor
Luma Picutres • All Melbourne VIC

Expired On
28 Jul 2021
Category
Information Technology
Base pay

Work type

Contract type

$0 - $0

Full Time

Permanent

Occupation
Telecommunications
Base pay
$0 - $0

Skills
AUTODESK MAYA
LEADERSHIP SKILLS
ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS
WORKFLOW

Contract type
Permanent
Work type
Full Time
Job mode
Standard/Business hours
Work Authorisation
AUSTRALIAN CITIZEN /
PERMANENT RESIDENT

Full job description
Lighting Supervisor
Melbourne, Australia /PICTURES – SUPERVISION /Full-timeApply for this
jobLuma Pictures Melbourne is looking for a Lighting Supervisor. The Lighting
Supervisor is responsible for overseeing a team of Lighters to facilitate both the
Lighting and Rendering of CG objects and environments for VFX feature films.
You Can
Create CG Lighting for the integration of CG elements into live action
Create CG Lighting for full CG shots
Study real world color and light direction and replicate that look in CG
Optimize your render set-ups for efficient render farm usage and to
improve the quality of results
Create lighting rigs to be used by other artists
Demonstrate technical prowess in creating scripts and tools to facilitate
an efficient workflow
You Have
An extensive knowledge of Maya and Katana
An in depth knowledge of and experience with Arnold for Maya An
understanding of compositing techniques in Nuke
At least five years of experience as a Lighter in a VFX Production
environment

At least one year of experience in a Lead or Supervisor role
A Bachelor’s degree in computer science or engineering or the
equivalent combination of education and experience
An understanding of and experience with Houdini / Mantra is a plus but
not required
An understanding of multi pass 3D compositing
Strong interpersonal and organizational skills with a keen eye for detail
Strong leadership skills and ability to work well as part of a larger team
of Leads and Supervisors
Come as you are. Luma is an equal opportunity employer.Apply for this job

